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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF �������� USING PROPOSED APPROACH COMPARED TO [11]

hand, the method proposed in [11] requires storing 6656 bits that were
decomposed into 3 tables (128� 18, 128� 18 and 128� 16) providing
an accuracy of 16.7 bits.

As can be seen, the proposed architecture reduces the LUT size by
5.7% generating the logarithm approximation with the same precision.
Both methods have been pipelined to have as high a throughput as pos-
sible. Our approach exhibits similar working frequency to [11] with
lower latency. The critical path in our approach is the delay of Block
RAM in the Virtex-II PRO.

VI. CONCLUSION

A low cost, high speed logarithm approximation has been proposed
based on Mitchell’s method with a correction stage composed of piece-
wise linear interpolation and a LUT correction. The Mitchell error in-
terval is divided into four regions that are approximated with straight-
lines with power-of-two slopes and a truncated mantissa. The accu-
racy is increased by adding a small LUT or a multipartite table that
stores the residual error obtained after the piecewise correction stage.
The proposed approach achieves higher accuracy than similar low-cost
piecewise linear interpolation methods found in the literature and lower
area than LUT-based methods.
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Defect-Oriented LFSR Reseeding to Target Unmodeled
Defects Using Stuck-at Test Sets
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Abstract—Defect screening is a major challenge for nanoscale CMOS
circuits, especially since many defects cannot be accurately modeled using
known fault models. The effectiveness of test methods for such circuits can
therefore be measured in terms of the coverage obtained for unmodeled
faults. In this paper, we present a new defect-oriented dynamic LFSR re-
seeding technique for test-data compression. The proposed technique is
based on a new output-deviation metric for grading stuck-at patterns de-
rived from LFSR seeds. We show that, compared to standard compres-
sion-driven dynamic LFSR reseeding and a previously proposed deviation-
based method, higher defect coverage is obtained using stuck-at test cubes
without any loss of compression.

Index Terms—Defect-oriented testing, dynamic reseeding, embedded
testing, linear decompressors, static reseeding.

I. INTRODUCTION

A key objective of manufacturing testing is defect screening. In ad-
dition to the single stuck-at fault model, delay faults must be targeted
since many defects in newer technologies lead to timing failures. Some
defects for nanometer technologies cannot even be accurately mod-
eled using known fault models [13]. The need for new and complex
fault models is therefore leading to a rapid increase in test-data volume
(TDV) for integrated circuits. Hence, defect-oriented test-data com-
pression is needed to cope with these challenges.
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Test-data compression methods are mainly based on linear decom-
pressors [1], [3]–[9], [11], [12], [14]. A popular compression approach
is that of statically reseeding a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR)
[4]. The main idea of static LFSR reseeding is to exploit the low den-
sity of specified bits in the test cubes (i.e., test patterns with ‘�’ values)
in order to compress test cubes into LFSR seeds. A seed is computed
by solving a system of linear equations, where the initial state of each
LFSR cell is considered to be a binary variable. The major drawback
of this approach is that it offers limited compression. Many LFSR re-
seeding methods have been proposed [1], [3], [5]–[9], [12], [14] which
offer better compression than [4].

Even though all these methods are very effective in compressing test
data, they do not target unmodeled defects (i.e., defects that are not ex-
plicitly targeted by the test data that are being compressed). The first ap-
proach to combine increased unmodeled defect coverage and LFSR re-
seeding was proposed in [15]. In this approach the variables that remain
free after encoding the test cubes into LFSR seeds are appropriately
filled in order to increase the output deviations of the test vector gen-
erated by each seed. Output deviations offer an effective probabilistic
means to evaluate test vectors based on their potential for detecting ar-
bitrary defects [16].

The method proposed in [15] suffers from several serious drawbacks.
At first it achieves only a moderate improvement in defect coverage
compared to classical reseeding [4]. The reason is twofold: first, output
deviations are not efficiently exploited in [15] due to the inefficiency of
the metric used. Second, [15] exploits only the free variables of each
seed, which provide only a limited improvement in the output devia-
tions of the resulting test vectors. In addition, as a classical static re-
seeding method, [15] suffers from limited compression. Finally, the ap-
proach of [15] cannot be applied to the highly efficient (with respect to
compression) dynamic LFSR reseeding methods, which typically con-
sumes most of the free variables.

In this paper, we present a new dynamic LFSR reseeding method
that offers high compression and increased unmodeled defect coverage.
High unmodeled defect coverage is achieved: a) by using a new output-
deviation-based metric that is more effective than that of [15] for de-
tecting defects, and b) by carefully encoding the test cubes into seeds
using compression as well as defect-oriented criteria. Using this ap-
proach, the proposed encoding method exploits all seed variables solely
for achieving high compression; thus the defect-detection potential of
the generated seeds is enhanced without compromising compression.
Simulation results show that the proposed defect-aware dynamic re-
seeding method retains the high compression of dynamic reseeding and
at the same time offers higher defect coverage than both the original
defect-unaware dynamic reseeding method and [15]. In addition, fast
coverage ramp-up is achieved, reducing that way the test-application
time in an abort-at-first-fail environment.

II. MOTIVATION

In static reseeding every new seed flushes the decompressor and
thus any variables left unspecified (free) during the seed-computation
process are wasted. In the case of classical reseeding [4], many vari-
ables are wasted because each seed is used for encoding a single test
cube. Since the LFSR size is determined by the cube with the max-
imum number of specified bits, ����, and, usually, many cubes have
fewer defined bits than ����, a lot of variables remain free when the
cubes are encoded.

The method proposed in [15] exploits these free variables by uti-
lizing the notion of output deviations in order to increase unmodeled
defect coverage. Output deviations are probability measures at primary
and pseudo-outputs that indicate the likelihood of error detection at
these outputs [16]. Specifically, a probability map (referred to as confi-
dence-level vector) is assigned to every logic gate in the circuit. Signal

probabilities ���� and ���� (line � at logic value 0 and 1) are associated
with each line � for every input pattern. The confidence level �� of a
gate �� with � inputs and a single output is a vector with �� compo-
nents,�� � ��������� � �������� � � � �������� �, where each component denotes
the probability that the gate output is correct for the corresponding input
combination. Let 	 be the output of a 2-input NAND gate ��, and let

 and � be its input lines. Then
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For any logic gate (or output) �� in a circuit, let its fault-free output
value for any given input pattern � be �, with � � �	� ��. The output
deviation 
���� of �� for input pattern � is defined as �

� �	
, where �

is the complement of �.
As shown in [16], test patterns with high deviations tend to be more

effective for fault detection. The method proposed in [15] first applies
multiple random fillings on the variables that remain free after each
system of linear equations is solved, in order to generate multiple can-
didate seeds for each test cube. Then it selects the seeds that generate
the vectors with the highest output deviation values.

Even though [15] constitutes an effective way to utilize the otherwise
wasted variables, it still suffers from limited compression. Dynamic re-
seeding approaches [7], [9] offer considerably better compression than
[4], [15] as they manage to exploit very efficiently the seed variables.
Specifically, by continuously injecting test data from the ATE channels
into the decompressor through linear (exclusive-or) operations with the
current data of the decompressor, the decompressor is never flushed and
the variables that remain unspecified after encoding a test cube are ex-
ploited at a later step for encoding other cubes.

As the encoding method of [15] is based on the exploitation of free
variables for improving defect coverage, it cannot be used in dynamic
reseeding which typically consumes most of the variables. We propose
a new dynamic encoding method which intelligently generates mul-
tiple candidate seeds that: a) best exploit the variables for decreasing
the seed volume, and b) implement different unique encodings of the
test cubes. Besides offering high compression, each candidate seed also
offers an encoding which is different from the encodings of the other
candidate seeds. Thus, the probability of generating a vector with high
output deviation values increases. In fact the variation of the proposed
candidate seeds is more significant than in [15], because the encoding
of different combination of test cubes into a candidate seed affects
the generated vectors more than the random replacement of the free
variables.

Finally, we emphasize that the metric proposed in [15] is not ef-
ficient since it ignores important parameters such as the structure of
the circuit under test and the output deviations of previously selected
seeds. A better metric was proposed in [2]. Both metrics however eval-
uate seeds for either timing-independent or timing-dependent defects.
In this paper, we propose a more efficient metric that maximizes the ef-
fectiveness of the seeds with respect to the detection of both timing-re-
lated and timing-independent defects at the same time. This is a new
aspect compared to both metrics proposed in [2] and [15].

III. PROPOSED DEVIATION-BASED METRIC

In this section we present the proposed output deviation-based metric
for evaluating a candidate dynamic seed �. Each seed � is used to gen-
erate one test vector, which is applied using two capture cycles �� and
�� (i.e., we assume the Launch-On-Capture technique as it is common
in industry).
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The Maximum Expected Deviation, ������ ��� ��, is an estimate
of the maximum deviation value expected throughout the seed-compu-
tation process at output �, when its fault-free response is ��� � �� ��
at capture cycle �� (� � �, 2). It is calculated as follows: initially, for
every test cube, a predetermined number of temporal seeds are gener-
ated by randomly replacing free variables. For each output �, the gen-
erated test vectors are partitioned into four groups: those producing
fault-free responses 0, 1 at capture cycles ��, ��. The output-deviation
values of all generated test vectors are calculated and the largest value
for every output � and for each fault-free response � at capture cycle ��
constitutes ������ ��� ��.

Let��	� �� ��� �� be the deviation value at output � for the test vector
generated by candidate seed 	, which produces fault-free response � at
that output at capture cycle �� . The value ��	� �� ��� �� is considered
to be near-maximum if

��	� �� ��� �� � 
� ������� ��� ��� (1)


� is a real-valued parameter close to 1 for selecting seeds with output
deviation values that are very close to the ��� values. We experi-
mentally verified that a value of 
� in the range [0.99, 0.995] provides
high-quality seeds in all cases.

The second task is to rank all circuit outputs according to their po-
tential of observing errors. Every output � is assigned four weights
���� ��� �� for � � �, 2 and � � �, 1, which are initially set equal
to the number of lines in the logic cone of the corresponding output.
These weights are indicative of the volume of undetected defects that
can be detected for both fault-free responses 0 and 1 at output � during
both capture cycles.

Let sets ���	� ��� �� consist of all circuit outputs �, for which the
deviation value ��	� �� ��� �� satisfy inequality (1). Then, the weight
of each candidate seed is calculated using the formula

���	� �
����� ����� �������� ���

���� ��� ��� (2)

The above formula means that, for either fault-free response 0 or
1, only the weights of the outputs that get near-maximum deviation
values for capture cycles ��, �� (i.e., those belonging to ���	� ��� ��,
���	� ��� �� ) participate into the final weights sum ���	�. Note
that the first response (� � �) targets the timing-independent defects,
while the second response (� � �) targets timing-dependent defects.
The seed with the highest �� value is selected as the one with the
best potential to detect both timing-independent and timing-dependent
unmodeled defects.

The weight ���	� enables the selection of seeds that generate vec-
tors with the maximum deviation values at the outputs of large cones of
the CUT. However, maximizing the deviations only at a subset of out-
puts may result in low defect coverage, even when this subset consists
of the outputs of the largest logic cones. To this end, for every selected
seed, every output � which satisfies (1) is identified, and the respective
weight ���� ��� �� is divided by a constant factor 
�. This is moti-
vated by the fact that if seed 	 provides a high deviation at output �
for fault-free response � at capture cycle �� , then it is likely that many
defects at the fan-in cone of �will be detectable at output �when 	 is ap-
plied. In that way, the outputs with reduced weight have much smaller
impact on the selection of the next seeds. We verified that a value of

� in the range [2, 10] is sufficient to maximize the deviations at all
outputs.

Finally, we note that responses often contain X-values which degrade
the ability of test vectors to detect defects. Such outputs are not consid-
ered for computing weight���	� for seed 	. Many methods have been
proposed in the literature for handling the Xs so as not to corrupt the
compacted responses, like [10]. Such methods can be combined with

the proposed approach to provide a unified solution. However, during
response compaction, some non-X response values can be eliminated,
which can degrade the unmodeled defect coverage of both the proposed
and the original dynamic reseeding method.

IV. GENERATION OF DEFECT-AWARE SEEDS

In the proposed method, we simultaneously address two objectives:
the efficient compression of test cubes, and the high defect coverage of
the resulting vectors. High defect coverage is targeted by generating
candidate seeds which encode different combinations of test cubes.
High compression is targeted by carefully generating the candidate
seeds using a new encoding criterion, which ensures that all candidate
seeds provide nearly the same high level of compression. � candidate
seeds (� is a user-defined parameter) are generated and evaluated using
the output deviation-based metric presented in Section III. The best
candidate seed according to this metric is selected each time.

The generation of the � candidate seeds is done as follows: we start
by encoding in each of the � candidate seeds the � most specified
test cubes which have not yet been encoded. Then, for each candidate
seed which still has free variables, we continue by encoding additional
cubes. Specifically, for each candidate seed, we select the cubes pro-
viding the highest compression excluding all the � test cubes selected
at the first step. These cubes are the most specified ones that also re-
quire the replacement of the fewest variables. This continues until the
remaining free variables cannot encode any more test cubes. Then, the
� generated candidate seeds are evaluated using (2), the one with the
highest weight is selected, and the test cubes encoded by the selected
seed are dropped. This process is iteratively applied for selecting all
seeds.

This encoding method targets two goals simultaneously: first, as
mentioned above, it attempts to increase the number of densely spec-
ified test cubes encoded by every seed using the minimum number of
variables, which tends to decrease the overall seed volume [3]. Second,
it tries different encodings early on in the encoding process (i.e., during
the selection of the first cube for every seed) and guarantees that the
� test vectors generated by the � candidate seeds will be sufficiently
different (and hence they will potentially provide sufficiently different
defect coverage). In that way, it increases the likelihood of generating
high-quality candidate seeds as early as possible, which can potentially
offer steep coverage ramp-up.

This encoding process is completely different than the encoding
process of [15]. Specifically, in [15] all candidate seeds for all test
cubes are generated before the selection process begins (this is possible
as each seed encodes a single test cube). Thus, the selection is very
effective as it considers all candidate seeds at the same time. Moreover,
the selected seeds can be applied in any order to achieve high coverage
ramp-up. However, in dynamic reseeding, the encoding of test cubes
into seeds is much more complicated as every seed depends on all the
previous seeds (the LFSR is never flushed). Thus, all candidate seeds
cannot be available at the beginning of the selection process (every
seed can be computed only after the computation of the previous
seeds) and also seed ordering is not an option. The proposed encoding
overcomes these limitations as follows: a) it generates candidate seeds
which offer both diverse encoding and high variable exploitation (by
encoding early on in the encoding process different, highly specified
test cubes) and b) it uses the ��� values to evaluate the candidates,
which offer a good estimate of the defect potential of all seeds expected
to be generated throughout the seed computation process. Thus, at
each step, it ensures that the most efficient seeds with respect to the
compression efficiency, defect coverage and coverage ramp-up are
selected.

Note that we cannot guarantee that every selected seed increases
the defect coverage. However, among the candidate seeds, there are
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the generation of candidate seeds for dynamic reseeding.

usually seeds that increase defect coverage which are effectively iden-
tified by the proposed metric. We also note that even a small value
of � can provide significant increase in the defect coverage offered
by the resulting seeds, and thus the encoding process is feasible for
large circuits.

Very frequently during the candidate-seed generation process, there
are test cubes that include the same maximum number of specified bits
and, at the same time, their encoding requires the replacement of the
same minimum number of variables. Even though the encoding process
favors the selection of such cubes in order to reduce the seed count, usu-
ally only one of them can be encoded in a single seed, because, after
its encoding, the remaining variables do not suffice to encode any of
the rest. We exploit this property to further increase the quality of the
candidate seeds. Specifically, during the generation of every candidate
seed, the first time that a set of test cubes, say ST, is found with the
above property, we select � of them (� is a predetermined parameter)
and we separately encode them in the candidate seed. Thus, the candi-
date seed is replaced by � new ones, and each one of them embeds all
the test cubes of the initial candidate seed (i.e., the one that we replace
with the � new ones), as well as one of the test cubes of set ST. Note
that this is done only for the first (and consequently most-specified)
� test cubes found for each one of the initially generated � candidate
seeds, in order to keep the candidate-seeds’ volume low. For the same
reason, we set the maximum value of � equal to 2. Thus, the volume
of generated candidate seeds cannot exceed � � � , which is relatively
small.

Example 1: Let ��, ��� � � �, ��� be 10 test cubes sorted in descending
order according to their number of specified bits; also � � � and � �

�. Fig. 1 presents the various steps of the candidate-seed generation
process. Each seed encoding test cubes �� and �� is denoted as ���� ��.
At the first step (Fig. 1(a)) test cubes ��, ��, �� are selected (they are
the most specified ones) and the candidate seeds ����, ����, ���� are
determined. Next we proceed with the seed ���� and we select the most
specified test cubes (excluding ��, ��) that can also be encoded by this
seed. Let cubes ��, �� and �� have the same number of specified bits.
Suppose that they also require the replacement of the same number
of variables, and let all three of them be separately encode-able (only
one at a time) at seed ����. Since � � � we select the first two among
them, namely ��, ��. Thus, candidate seed ���� is replaced by candidate
seeds ������ and ����	� – see Fig. 1(b). We proceed with each one of
them separately by encoding cubes �� and �	 at seed ���� �� and ����	�,
respectively – Fig. 1(c). At this point, the generation of the first two
candidate seeds terminates and we proceed with the next seed ���� in
the same way. Finally, 6 (equal to the upper limit of � � � ) candidate
seeds are generated [Fig. 1(c)].

The proposed quality metric can be applied only on fully specified
seeds. However, dynamic seeds usually become fully specified during
the generation of the succeeding seeds (the free variables are filled
during the generation of the next seeds). To overcome this problem,
the proposed encoding estimates the output deviation values by tem-
porarily replacing these variables randomly, and based on these esti-
mates, it selects the most promising candidate seed. Then it removes the
random assignment from the variables (i.e., they become unspecified

again) and proceeds to the next dynamic seed. In this way, compres-
sion is not compromised as the variables are utilized only for encoding
test cubes, whereas a good estimate of the defect-screening potential of
each candidate seed is obtained.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. We conducted experiments on a Linux machine with 4 CPUs
using test sets targeting complete coverage of stuck-at faults for the
largest ISCAS’89 circuits and a subset of the IWLS’05 circuits [17].
The number of scan chains was set equal to 30 for the ISCAS circuits,
50 for the medium sized IWLS circuits, and 100 for the large ethernet
IWLS circuit.

A dedicated ring generator [9] of near minimum size was utilized for
each circuit. We run experiments with various ATE-channel volumes
(the best results are reported). In the rest of the section, two cases are
reported for both reseeding approaches: a) “Cmp” which refers to the
encoding that targets only compression, and b) “Cmp & Def”, which
refers to the proposed encoding that targets compression and defect
coverage at the same time. For the “Cmp & Def” case, we set � � �
,
� � �, �� � 
	��	 and �� � �. The CPU time of the “Cmp &
Def” method for � � 	, � � �	 and � � �
 (� � � in all cases)
is about 1.5�, 2.5� and 4.5� the CPU time of the “Cmp” method.
Note that small values for parameter � , do not significantly impact the
performance of the proposed method.

To demonstrate the advantage of dynamic reseeding compared to
the classical reseeding-based method of [15], which uses a different
output deviation-oriented metric, we have implemented the method of
[15] as well as the defect-unaware classical static reseeding method
[4]. We conducted experiments for these two methods using compacted
stuck-at test sets in order to minimize both the number of required seeds
as well as the test-sequence length (TSL). In the case of dynamic re-
seeding we used uncompacted test sets generated by the same commer-
cial ATPG engine as dynamic reseeding is by nature effective when ap-
plied to uncompacted test sets.

In Table I, we present the test-data-volume (TDV) in kbits (� ��� �
�
� ����), as well as the TSL in terms of test-vector volume, for clas-
sical and dynamic LFSR reseeding methods. The first column lists the
names of the benchmark circuits. The next column presents the size of
the compacted test set used for the evaluation of [4] and [15]. The third
and fourth columns present the TDV and TSL for these two methods
which are the same for both of them (note that [15] differs from the
classical LFSR reseeding approach [4] only in the way that the free
variables are filled). The next two pairs of columns present the TDV
and the TSL of the dynamic reseeding cases, in their defect-unaware
versions (“Cmp”) as well as in their proposed defect-aware versions
(“Cmp & Def”).

As it is obvious from Table I, dynamic reseeding clearly outperforms
[4] and [15] in terms of TDV achieved. Additionally, the proposed de-
fect-aware encoding (“Cmp & Def“) provides nearly the same TDV and
TSL as the original defect-unaware encoding (“Cmp”). In a few cases,
the proposed defect-aware encoding provides even better compression
than the original defect-unaware encoding. We attribute this result to
the heuristic nature of the encoding algorithm. Nevertheless, it is ob-
vious that the utilization of the output-deviation metric has no signifi-
cant adverse impact on compression. Note that the TSLs of both defect
unaware and defect aware dynamic reseeding methods are higher than
the classical reseeding approach. This is due to: a) the compacted test
sets used in the classical reseeding approach, and b) the small number
of ATE channels used in dynamic reseeding which results in a small
number of variables injected at each seed and inhibits the encoding of
a large number of test cubes at every seed.
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TABLE I
TDV (IN KBITS) AND TSL (# OF VECTORS APPLIED) RESULTS

TABLE II
TRANSITION-FAULT AND BRIDGING-FAULT COVERAGE (%)

For evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed defect-aware re-
seeding method for defect screening, we consider the coverage of un-
modeled faults, namely transition and bridging faults, obtained by ap-
plying to the circuit under test the test vectors generated by the com-
puted seeds. We use the launch- on-capture (LOC) scheme, to apply
test-vector pairs, as is common in industry. For calculating the bridging
fault coverage, we randomly selected 100 K pairs of lines for each
circuit. For each pair, four bridging faults were simulated by consid-
ering both lines as aggressors and victims, and by considering both
logic values 0 and 1 at the aggressors. Note that none of these two fault
models were targeted by the test sets. Finally, as the metric proposed
in [15] considers only one response, for generating results using [15]
we chose to evaluate the generated seeds using the second response of
each test-vector pair (i.e., timing-dependent defects are favored).

The defect coverage results are shown in Table II. Columns 2, 4 (6,
8) present the transition-fault (bridging-fault) coverage achieved by the
defect-unaware classical (static) and dynamic reseeding respectively,
while columns 3, 5 (7, 9) present the transition-fault (bridging-fault)
coverage achieved by [15] and the proposed approach. The proposed
output-deviation metric increases the transition-fault coverage signifi-
cantly. Moreover, in all but one cases, the “Cmp & Def” method offers
higher transition-fault and bridging-fault coverage than all the other
methods. Note that the improvement in bridging-fault coverage of [15]
as compared to [4] is smaller than the improvement of the “Cmp &
Def” as compared to “Cmp” method. The reason is that [15] considers
the output deviations for only one of the two responses of each LOC

Fig. 2. Transition fault coverage ramp-up for dynamic reseeding.

vector-pair (in our implementation, the second response was consid-
ered, as stated earlier). However, the proposed method considers the
output deviations of both responses to grade test patterns and thus de-
tects more bridging faults compared to [15].

Fig. 2 illustrates the transition fault coverage ramp-up achieved by
the proposed dynamic reseeding method for selected circuits (the rest
circuits exhibit similar behavior [18]). In each chart, the � axis presents
the number of the applied vector pairs and the � axis the transition-fault
coverage. It can be seen that the defect coverage ramp-up of the “Cmp
& Def” method is higher than that for the “Cmp” method.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a defect-oriented dynamic LFSR reseeding tech-
nique that allows the detection of unmodeled defects using stuck-at
test sets. This technique is based on the output-deviations metric for
grading the test patterns produced by LFSR seeds. We evaluated un-
modeled defect coverage using transition faults and bridging faults
as surrogate fault models. Compared to compression-driven dynamic
LFSR reseeding higher defect coverage and faster coverage ramp-up
are obtained using stuck-at tests, without any loss of compression.
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A Routing-Aware ILS Design Technique

Shibaji Banerjee, Jimson Mathew, Dhiraj K. Pradhan,
Bhargab B. Bhattacharya, and Saraju P. Mohanty

Abstract—The Illinois Scan Architecture (ILS) consists of several scan
path segments and is useful in reducing test application time and test data
volume for high density chips. In this paper, we propose a scheme of layout-
aware as well as coverage-driven ILS design. The partitioning of the flip-
flops into ILS segments is determined by their geometric locations, whereas
the set of the flip-flops to be placed in parallel is determined by the min-
imum incompatibility relations among the corresponding bits of a test set,
to enhance fault coverage in broadcast mode. As a result, the number of
serial test patterns also reduces.

Index Terms—DFT, Illinois Scan Architecture (ILS), scan testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The serial full scan method reduces the cost of test generation and
provides high fault coverage. However, its test application time and
power dissipation become high because of the inherent serial nature
of the scan path. Among the existing methods that are used to tackle
the problem of reducing the test application time, one approach is to
configure the scan elements into multiple scan chains [1]. However,
this increases the number of scan-in/scan-out pins during test and does
not reduce the test data volume. Lee et al. presented a test methodology
that allows a single input data line to support multiple scan chains [2].
The Illinois scan architecture (ILS) reduces test application time and
test data volume significantly [3]–[5]. In the ��� structure, a long scan
chain is partitioned into many short segments that are loaded in parallel
with the same test vector. The outputs of the different scan segments
are fed to a multiple input signature register (MISR) to compress the
responses.

In this paper, we propose a layout-aware design of ILS architecture,
which accounts for physical location of each flip-flop (FF), and pro-
vides trade-offs among fault coverage, test application time/test data
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Fig. 1. Partitioning of scan FFs.

volume, and scan-path wiring cost. The proposed algorithm consists of
three steps. First, scan cells are grouped in different segments based on
their geometric proximity; this reduces wiring cost. Second, the FFs in
different segments are aligned based on some incompatibility informa-
tion derived from a given test set so that the fault coverage in broadcast
mode is enhanced. As a result, the number of additional test patterns
required in the serial mode reduces. Finally, some reordering of scan
cells is performed concurrently on all the segments to further reduce
scan-path length and/or test power consumption. Experimental results
on various benchmark circuits show that the proposed design yields
significant reduction in test application time with high fault coverage
while reducing wire length in the scan chains, compared to other ear-
lier structures.

II. LAYOUT-AWARE ILS DESIGN ALGORITHM

The three basic steps of the algorithm are now described.

A. Partitioning of FFs Into ILS Segments

We use a fast heuristic to partition the FFs into different groups based
on mutual closeness in their geometric neighborhood. The earlier algo-
rithm based on ILP [6] may not perform well for a circuit with a large
number of FFs. In the proposed method, the FFs forming a tight cluster
are grouped, so that the scan path through them becomes short. Each
group forms a segment of ILS, and the number of groups corresponds
to the number of segments of ILS, which may be a user-defined pa-
rameter. In order to partition the FFs into different segments, we first
calculate the Euclidean distance of each flip-flop from the origin. We
then order the FFs from low to high according to non-decreasing dis-
tance values, and partition them into nearly equal-size groups starting
from low to higher order. For example in Fig. 1, the locations of 10 FFs
are shown, which are to be partitioned into two segments. Based on the
Euclidean distances of these FFs from the origin, we order them as
���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ��	, and ���
.
Once ordered, we divide them into two partitions �� and ��. Partition
�� consists of ���, ���, ���, ���, and ��� while �� consists of
���, ���, ���, ��	, and ���
. The runtime of this partitioning
algorithm is ��� ����, where � is the number of FFs, and there-
fore, it suits well for large circuits.
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